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Abstract. The theory of domains has been presented in various formalisms. The purpose nf this 
paper is to show how to use the ideas in effectively given domains to formalize a theory of 
L 
effectively given T,, spaces. In an effectively given space, there are two equivalent formulation\ 
of the notion of a computable object. an operational one and a topological enc. The operational 
notion may be viewed as an implementation of the topological no*Lx 
1. Introduction 
The theory of domains has been presented in various formalisms by Scott. It 
ranges from continuous lattices in [6], neighborhood systems in [8], to information 
syftems in [9]. By a domain in our context, we mean a bounded-complete cpo with 
a basis. The presence of a basis in a domain facilitates the reasonings about 
computations and paves the way for a theory of effectively given domains stu&ed 
in [ 10) and [S]. The purpose of this paper is to show how to use the ide is in 
effectively given domains to formalize a theory of effectively given T(, spaces. 
Why opt for a theory of effectively given spaces and whar is its significance to 
computer science? Recent trends in programming tend to emphasize abstraction at 
both the data and the control levels. In data abstraction for instance, it has been 
commonly accepted that the notion of a type should not depend on any particular 
implementation. Consequently, various encapsulation mechanisms are added to 
recent languages to support the notion oil abstract data types. A good underskmding 
of the abstract properties of a program would shed insight CJ the verification as 
well as the design phases. In the setting of computation in a mathematical domain, 
the notion of a computable domain is normally given with an operational flavor. 
For example, in an effectively given domain, computable objects are given by 
directed lubs of recursively enumerable sequences of basis elements. The question 
is: can such an operational notion be abstracted by a set of properties of the objet: 
which are independent of how the object is computed? To answer such a question, 
we must carefully isolate a certain enumerable set of properties that are firhe enough 
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to separate distinct objects in the domain. To this end, Scott introduced a 7”) topology 
on domains and explained properties by Scott open sets. In [5] it was shown that 
computable objects in a continuous lattice can be characterized using Scott topology, 
showing that effectively given continuous lattices are certain effectively given T’ 
spaces. The purpose of this paper is to formalize the notion of an effectively given 
z, space. In doing so, we introduce continuous spaces, a.class of T,, spaces (properly) 
including all the domains. Unlike domains, continuous spaces may not have a 
(countable) basis in the specialization ordering. We show that every continuous 
space can be suitably embedded as a dense subspace of some domain, the construction 
of which is reminiscent of Scott’s construction of the interval domain from the reals 
[7]. A continuous space is effectively given just in case the corresponding domain 
is effectively given. To answer the question stated earlier, we show that in an 
effectively given space, there are two equivalent formulations of the notion of a 
computable object, an operational one and a topological one. The operational notion 
tells us how a computable object is obtained, whereas the topological notion defines 
a computable object using its properties. Consequently, the operational notion may 
bc viewed as an implementation of the topological notion. 
2. Preliminaries on domains 
Given a poset 49 = (D, r-), x << y ( x is way-below y) if for every directed set H 
in D. y GU H implies x C_ h for some h E H; x E D is co~jpact if x << x. A basis of 
D is a countable subset E = {e, 1 i E w} of D such that for every .X E D, the set 
(e f- E I e << x} is directed and x = u {e E E 1 e << x}. D is directed-complete if lub of 
every directed set exists. It is bounded-complete if glb for every non-empty set exists. 
By a domain, we mean a bounded-complete and directed-complete poset which has 
;t basis. 
Given a poset D, U c D is Scott-open if 
(i) tx={y~ Dlx~y)r U for every XE II and 
t ii) for every directed set H, u H E LJ implies h E U for some h E t-i. 
IPI 21 domain D, the set of all $ e,‘s where 4 ei =(-vie, << x} forms a base of Scott 
topology. The following characterization of domains using Scott topology is useful 
in the sequel. 
Proposition 1. A holcnded-cor?lplete and directed-complete poset D is a donlair iff 
there exist (e,/ i E tit) c I) and a countable collectiot~ of Scott opera sets ( U,( i E Q) such 
that: 
t I> 1) Structural Axiom : L’, E t e, for eue,yy i E o. 
4.112) Continuity Axiom: for euery x E Lb, the set {e, ) x E U,} is directed and x = 
L! {e,k W. 
Proof. t* 1 Suppose E - {e, 1 i E w} is a basis of a domain D. Let UI be *Pi for every 
ic: W. 
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(+) From (Dl) it can be shown that for every XE Q, ei<< X. Thus, by (D2), 
x = u { ei 1 e, << x}. Directedness of the set (ei 1 ei << X} also follows from (D2). Cl 
We Say that (0, {fi)icw 7 IOiIicw> is a continuous presentation of the domain D if 
e,‘s and Ui’s satisfy (Dl) and (D2). Note that the Structural Axiom says that every 
element with property Ui has more information than ei, and that the Continuity 
Axiom says that if we can enumerate all the properties of X, then we can effectively 
come up with a directed set of basis e!ements whose Iub is X. We shall generalize 
the notion of a continuous presentation to a topological space in the next section. 
Domains can be characterized using R-structures. An R-structure (0, <) is 
specified by a transitive relation < on w such that for every i E o, the set [i] = (j( j < i) 
is <-directed. For example, if (Q {ei}icw, ( UJi(- ,) is a continuous presentation of a 
domain D, an R-structure can be obtained as follows: i <j iff ej E Ui. A subset I of 
w is left-closed if for every i E I, [i] c 1. The Dedekind cut completion (w, <) of an 
R-structure (w. <) consists of all the left-closed <-directed subsets of o; the ordering 
is given by subset inclusion. Smyth showed in [lo] that directed-complete posets 
(with basis) with a least element are given by Dedekind cut completions of R- 
structures up to isomorphism. 
Given a domain D, x E D is total if x g y for eve:ry other y in D. Let T(D) denote 
the space of ail the total objects in D endowed with the subspace topology. For 
example, if &! is Scott’s interval lattice [7] without the top, then T(9) is homeomor- 
phic to the reals. A topological space ,%’ is a total splice if 2” is homeomorphic to 
T(D) for some domain D. Every total space is metrizable. -4 characterization of 
total spaces is given in [2]. 
3. Continuous spaces 
All topological spaces here are 7 ;, and second countable. The qgecialization 
ordering, denoted by ch, is given by: x z 4 y iff for every open set U, x E U implies 
y E U. If D = (D, C) is a domain endowed with Scott topology, then c* is the same 
as C. However, in many other topological spaces %‘, the poset (8, E,) lacks a 
(countable) basis. In certain cases, fictitious partial objects can be added to 2 PO 
complete it into a domain. The most notable example here is the reals Iw. Scott [7] 
used closed intervals as partial objects and completed Iw into the interval domain 
9. The lack of a basis in the specialization ordering of the reals 1w, Baire space o’~ 
and Cantor space 2’” presents a stumbling block in an operational formulation of 
the notion of computable objects in such spaces. However, each of those spaces has 
certain properties by which the notion of computable objects can be formulated. 
Our notion of effectively given spaces should include such spaces. 
When (D, (e,)i!-, , { U,),,,) is the continuous presentation of a domain, then e,‘s 
and Uj’s are partial objects and properties respectively, and the predicate ej E U, 
means that e, has property I!_J~. In generalizing the notion of a continuous presentation 
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from a domain to a topological space which may lack a basis in the specialization 
ordering, we are faced with the following difficulties: (i) partial objects may no 
longer be given by points in the space, (ii) properties may not be described by Scott 
open sets, and (iii) a binary relation other than E may be needed to express that 
a partial object has a certain property. 
To motivate the notion of a continuous presentation of a topological space, let 
us first observe that in a continuous presentation of a domain, the predicate x E Ui 
and TXG U, are equivalent to each other and thus (Dl) and (D2) can be rewritten 
as follows: 
f 131) StactuFal Axiom: Ui C_ 1 Ci for every i or’ CO. 
( D2) Continuity -4xiom: for every s E II, the ser {T.e, / TX c U,} is filtered and 
;x=n{E,I~XIr_ U,}. 
Since the U,*s ;.re Scott-open and D is directed-complete, we can safely add axioms 
4 JXV and (I&l): 
I JI.3) Axiom of topology: 0,. , te, c U, implies n,. .,’ Te, I‘ U, for some finite 
\uh\et .I’ of J. 
! D4) Directed-completeness axiom: (-Jr+ I Te, # fl whenever {T ei 1 i E I} is filtered. 
Note that in the above, Te, is a G, subset of D with the nice property that it has 
a lcast clement e,, and for the latter reason, we normally identify the set te, with 
the point 4,. To generalize the above axioms to a topological space T, we replace 
1 et hv a G, set (x, which may not have a least element. The set (Y, will be treated _ 
::I* ;I partial object later on when we complete ,?F into a domain .‘F1 The domain .q 
will consist of all the n,. ,I CY, (where J is any subset of o) which are non-empty. 
Given (-j,. I (Y, in ? and an open set U,. we nest formulate the notion U, Q nj. ., tx, 
mcitning that the partial object (-1,. ., CY, is ‘well-within’ U,, or equivalently. n,. ., CY, 
h:r\ the prqxxty Ii,. In the case of domains, I!, a 0, ,, O, is t hc simtf as u,, ., e, C_ U,. 
I’hc follo\~ing axioms abstract the: notion 01 ‘\vcll-kvithin’: 
!i) for skcry _X t 1, s E U, itf C/l, y TX = f7 {LY,~ s E U,}. 
(ii) U, Q n,. .I CY, implies U, 2 n,. .I a,. 
(iii) L/, 3 [J, 4 f--h,. II CY/, I> n,, k LYE implies U, -3 n,, h (tI,, and 
(ivt Hinitcness property) U, 4 (3,. .I IY, implies Cl, 4 n,? ./’ 0, for some finite 
sub\et .I’ of J. 
The finitcnc%\ pr-opcrty says that if ri, , N, has property U,, then a certain finite 
subset of .I will tell it. In other words. cvcry U, is determined by ;1 class {II,,, 1 k c w) 
of linitc subsets of integers D, k‘s such that 
Although the relation d is stated with t&c open sets on the left-hand sick WC 
c’an rcrtcliiy gencralizc it to allow arbitrary open sets U as follows: 
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Note that the finiteness property above does imply that if U a nit I LY~ holds, then 
U a njc-1 c-q for some finite subset J’ of J. Thus all the open sets in R enjoy the 
finiteness proper?!I. 
Formally, a ccntinuous presentation of a topological space f is a 4-tuple 
(1X3 {cyllicO 9 ( U)it.cu 7 a) where Ui’s are non-empty basic open sets and ai’s are 
certain subsets of Zsatisfying the following axioms: 
(Cl) Structural Axiom: Ui c q for every iE w. 
(C2) Continuitv Axiom: for every indexed set J c CL) such that nj‘ I ai # 63, the 
collection {ai 1 Ui (I nj, .j cyi) 4s filtered and n,, .I pi = n {oil Ui a njr.; a,}. - 
((3) Axioms on a: 
(i) for every x E 2, x E Ui iff Ui a TX = n bjl X E Uj}, 
(ii) U, a n,, ./ CU; implies U[ 2 ni, .I CY,, 
(iii) Uj 3 lj, a r 111 t/ all - 1 nLF K No implies Ui a f-h4 K q,, and 
(iv) (finiteness property) U, a n,. .I cy, implies U, a n,, .IS CY, for some 
finite subset .I’ of J. 
(Cd) Directed-completeness Axiom : n,, i a, f k3 whenever {N; 1 i c I} is filtered. 
.‘x’ is a continuous space if it has a continuous presentation. Note that if a is 
interpreted as z, . then all the axioms in (C3) but the finiteness property are 
automatically satisfied. Also note that the Structural Axiom (C 1) is actually implied 
by (C3)( i). 
Every domain is a continuous space. For if D has a basis E = { e, I i E w}, let U, 
and U, be 7 e, and 4 e,, respectively, and the relation a be given by 
where n,. .I N, is non-empty (note that by the bounded-completeness property, 
u ,, I e, exists in D). Besides all the domains, continuous spaces also include the 
following Hausdorff spaces. 
Examples of continuous spaces. ( 1) Reds (w: U**s and IY,‘s are given by open 
intervals (x, IV) and closed intervals [s, ~1 respectively with rational endpoints x, y 
such that s s y. The relation a is 2. 
( 2 ) Storle spaces: A Stone space is a compact Hausdorff space with a countable 
base of clopen sets. For example, Cantor space 2’” is a Stone space. Since we assume 
that all our spaces are separable. there can be at most countably many clopen sets 
in a Stone space. Let { Cri 1 i E CO} be an enumeration of all the non-empty clopen 
sets. Define CY, to be U, alld a to be 2. The finiteness property follows from the 
fact that Q’s are closed and hence compact; (C4) follows from the compactness of 
the whole space. 
( 3 ) Bake space 02 : Basic open sets Ui’s are given by finite intersections of 
U tl*.~l=~f E w ‘O 1 f( II) = n}. Note that each Uj is clopen. Let us consider only those 
non-empty U,‘s. Define cy,= Ui and 4 to be 2. To verify the finiteness property, 
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suppose Ui 2 (’ >jeJ Uj(Z 8) and J is infinite. This means that, for some finite sequen- 
ces (Si}l<i<n aQd {fi}l~i~,~, and some infinite +quences {pi}iEw and {qi}iEw, 
{fE ItJ”(f(Sj)=Ji for all laiQn}r>{fEWW(f(pi)=q, for all iE0). 
Since the right-hand side of the above inclusion is non-empty, it must be that for 
each 1 s is ~1, there exists some I E cti such that Si =pl and ti ~41, showing that 
Ui =r nit-* Ui for some finite subset J’ of J. For the directed-completeness axiom 
(Cd), suppose { Ui 1 i E I} is filtered and 
n c/,={fEWW[f(l_‘i)=4i for all icti). 
it I 
If n,. I U: is empty, then there must exist some pi, qiq pi and qi such that pi = p, 
and qi Z 4,. Letting r = max(.‘, j}, we can find k E o such that 
U&{fEwti’lf(p,,)=q,, for all lsnsr}, 
showing that Uk is empty, contradiction. 
Proposition 2. (i) In cI continuous presentation (3; {cu;}~, ,, , (L’,),, (,, , d), 
for ecery j E w, shoxing that q is a G, set. 
(ii) Where .T is Hausdorf, ai is closed. 
Proof. (i) By (C2), cui=n{a,j Ui 4 aj}, hence (Y,z(-J{U,~ Ui Q aj} by (Ci). On 
the other hand, U, -=I a, implies CK~ C_Uiv hence aj c r\ ( U,l U, (3 oj}. 
(ii) We need to show that (Y;‘, the complement of (Y,, is open. Given s (5 a;, it 
suttices to find some Ui such that x E U, C_ cyy. Suppose this is not the case. Then. 
for every Cl, containing A-, U, n a, # 0 and hence CY, n q f (3 (because LJ; c ai). By 
(I’?), the sequence {cu, n a,/.~ E ai} is filtered and hence n {LU, (7 (Y,I x E CY,} is non- 
empty by (Cd). Since 2V is Hausdorff, TX = {x} = n { tii] x E U,} 2 n { ai n Cyjl x E Ui}. 
hence concluding x E ajy contradiction. 5 
From a continuous presentation, we can readily construct a domain 9 using the 
t+ as b.asis elemeilts. The ekments of 3 consist of all the non-empty n,k .I q’s 
where J ranges over all subsets of W. The partial ordering C_ in LLp is given by 2. 
Then Co, cc) is art R-structure arid .fr ih isomorphic to the Dedekind cut completion 
of (w. 4. 
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(iii) The map ii!?-> i? defined by 
II61 
i(x) =tx (=n{+E U}) 
embeds 2’ as a dense subspace of g. 
Proof. (i) (‘@ isclearly directed-complete and bounded-complete. Now define e, = LY, 
and Ui ={x E 21 Ui 4 x). The finiteness property shows that ui is Scott-open in &%I 
If J E Ui, then Iyi 2 Ui 4 X, which implies ai 5 x in D and hence Ui c tgi. Finally, 
for every x E 2, (C2) says that the set {q 1 Ui 4 X} =(Zi 1 x E Ui} is directed and 
x = n {ail Ui 4 X} = u { ZiI x E Oi}. Therefore, Z? is a domain by Proposition 1. 
(ii) To show that (0, -=c> is an R-structure, we need to verify that [i] =(jlj< i} = 
{i 1 Uj 4 cti} is <-directed. Assume r$, 4 ai and Ui2 4 ai. By (C2), the set 
{ ctk 1 Uk 4 ai} is filtered and ai = (7 (LYE 1 Uk -=I ai). By applying the finiteness 
property twice, we obtain cy k, and ak2 such that Uk, 4 ai, Uk, Q ai, Uj, 4 (Yk, and 
Uj2 4 c&k,. Since ((~1. I Lrk -a ai} is filtered, there exists some k such that CJ,, 4 Cyi, 
ak c LXk, and (YL c @k_, th!ereby showing k < i, j, < k and i;! < k. To see that g is 
isomorphic to the Dedekind cut completion of (0, 0, define the pair of isomorphic 
maps 4: $+ (0. <) and 4: (0, <>+ 2 as follows: 
The finiteness property shows that 4(&., q) is a c-directed left closed subset of CO. 
(iii) Note that i( &) = i(R) A ok. Since uk is non-empty for every k E w, i(X) 
is a dense subspace of %? Cl 
A continuous space 2 is algebraic if for some continuous presentation, @ has a 
basis of compact elements. The following proposition characterizes the algebraic 
spaces. 
Proposition 4. A continuous space 2’ is algebraic ifl% has a base B = ( Ui I i E w) of 
non-empty open sets satisfying ; 
(A 1) nit-J Ui c Ul implies ni, .Ie U_ E Ui for some finite subset J’ of J, and 
(A2) eoery filtered subset of B has a non-empty intersection. 
Proof. (+) Without loss of generality, we may assume that B is closed under 
consistent finite intersections, i.e., Ui n U, f fl implies Ui n Uj E B. It is easy to see 
that (zq { Ui}ic “7 { Ui)i< WY 2) is a continuous presentation. Axiom (Al) says that each 
U, is compact in c%‘, hence % is algebraic. 
(3) Suppose for some continuous presentation (Z, {cYi}i<-w, { LJi}ir-w, 4 >, 9 has a 
basis of compact elements. Since {ai 1 i E wl is a basis of 2, it must contain all the 
compact elements. 
Claim. ai is compact iff for some j E w, Qi = aj where I_5 4 aj. 
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Proof. (+) Suppose ai is compact, Since ai = n {ail r/i 4 ai} and the set {CYJ uj 4 
cu,) is filtered, there exists some j such that CY; = aj and Uj 4 aj. 
(*) Suppose Uj -=3 aj and nkcK ttk _ c cYi,hence uj Q nkGK ak. By the finiteneSS 
property, Uj 4 fh K* % for some finite subset K’ of K, hence nkEK’ ak Z flj= 
Define S={U,lUi 4 ai)* Note that Ui E l3 implies Ui = LY~ because of the Struc- 
tural Axiom. Since B consists of all the compact elements in 2 by the above claim, 
the open sets in B must form a base of the topology of X Also in B, r/i a njc.\ Ui 
is equivalent to nji .I u, G U. Thus (Al) and (A2) follow from the finiteness property 
and the directed-completeness axiom. q 
Suppose 2’ i., an algebraic space. Proposition 4 says that ai can be chosen to be 
the same as Ui. When %- is Hausdorff, Proposition 1 shows that ai k closed. Thus, 
every algebraic Ha&o& space has a clopen base satisfying (A 1) ;,nd (A2). Stone 
\p;iccs art 1 compact Hausdorff spaces with a dopen base which trivially satisfy (A 1) 
atrd t A2j. Hence Stone sp:jces are precisely all the compact Hausdorff algebraic 
\paccs. 
SUppOSC the CminU~)US space 9, is Hausdorff. Then for every s E $, 7x is equal 
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i 
where njFJ cui # 0 (hence UjEJ ei exists by the bounded-comp&eness property of 
D). Note that because of (i) and (ii), Q is well defined. Showing that 
(T(D), {ai)iEw, { vi)icw, 4) forms a continuous presentation is straightforward. Cl 
Proposition 6. Every compact otal space is continuous. 
Proof. Since every total space is metrizable [2], it suffices to show that every compact 
metric space 8? is continuous. Let A c ii? be some countable dense subset of %’ and 
d the metric. Define Ui’s to be finite intersections of open balls Ba,s= {x 1 d(x, a) c 6) 
with a E A and S E Q (the rationals), ai’S to be finite intersections of the correspond- 
ing closed balls C,,& ={xId(x,a)G3} and 4 to be 2. Axioms (Cl) and (C2) are 
straightforward to show. To verify the finiteness property of a in (C3), assume 
that ni, tr) C’i c B and &,, Ci G B for every n E w, where B is a finite intersection 
of open balls and each Ci is a finite intersection of closed balls. Then there is a 
sequence of elements {Xi}ico in 8!? such that xi E [nIljsi C,\B] for every i E w. Since 
every infinite sequence in a compact metric space has a converging subsequence, 
let x be a limit of one of the converging subsequences of {Xi}i~~~~ Then x E niG_ Uj Ci 
but xe B, contradicting r‘)+@ Ci c B. Finally, (C4) follows from the compactness 
of 3: q 
For the rest of the paper, we show how to formulate the notion of an effectively 
given space. The key here is that every continuous space can be suitably embedded 
as a dense subspace of some domain which is defined from a continuous presentation. 
The S-tuple (9’. {ai}ik (,,, { U,l;,tZ,, a, Comp) is an effectively given presentation if 
(T9 (cyilii w { uilik (07 a) is a continuous presentation and Comp is a total recursive 
predicate on a finite set of integers satisfying: 
(CS) Axioms on Camp: (i) for arbitrary finite sets S of integers, 
n Ui#0*c0mp(s)*n fli#Y), 
1c s it 5 
and (ii) the predicate ‘Comp( S) * Ui a njc_scu,’ is recursively enumerable in i and S. 
,X is an efectivel!? given space if it has an effectively given presentation. The use of 
the Camp predicate is due to Smyth [ 101. When we form a directed sequence of 
basis elements during computation, we need to know either n,<. s Ui # 0 or nit s ai # 
0 for certain finite subsets S’s. Obviously n,, s U, # (1) implies nI1 s ai # v) because 
of the Structural Axiom. Requiring either n16 c U, f 8 or (7;, .$ LY, f 0 to be a recursive 
predicate on S seems rather strong: Axiom (U)(i) says that some recursive separ- 
ation of the above two predicates is sufficient. As (=, is only defined for those 
intersections of aj’s which are non-empty, we need Comp(bJ in (CS)(ii) to make 
sure that njr .s (Y, is non-empty. Since all the Ui’s are assumed to be non-empty 
(hence Comp({ j}) is true for every singleton set {i)), Axiom (CS)(ii) says that the 
predicate LJ[ a (Y, is recursMy enumerable in i and j. 
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If (:K b,L toq { UL_o,r Q, Comp) is effectively given, then the R-structure (w, <> 
defined by: i < j iff U, -=I aj is obviously effective in the sense of [lo], and hence 
the completion (0, <) or @ is an effectively given domain. 
Every domain effectively given in the sense of [lo] has an effectively given 
presentation. For suppose the domain D is given by the Dedekind cut completion 
of some effective R-structure (w, <, Comp). Define ai’s, Ul’s and 4 as follows: 
-- 
a, ={k (w, <)l[i]E I}, uj=(rE(w, <)liEl}, 
U, Q n a, ilIT iE u {[j]ljE J}, 
I’ 1, c(r)..; 
where n,. I a, IS non-empty. Note that the existence of u(c) ([j] lj E J} follows 
from non-emptiness !>f n,. I a,. It is routine to verify that c((w, <), {a,},, (1,, {LJi}i, co, 
Q. Camp) is an effectively given presentation. 
Although our notion of an effectively given domain coincides with that of Smyth. 
there is a conceptual difference between the two. Our notion involves two types of 
objects, the e;‘s and the U!‘s, the former ones at the level of the domain and the 
latter ones at the level of subsets, and requires some recur +elj enumerable relation 
between them. Smyth’s notion uses one type of objects for which a completion 
proces% is necessary before one can reach the level of the domain. 
The concluding proposition summarizes the use of continuous spaces as topological 
modcI~B for computations. It says that in an effectively given space, the notion of a 
computable object. rlormally given with an operational flavour (see (OP) below), 
~;tn bc abstracted bv ;I wt of properties of the obiect which are independent of hou _ 
the objwt is cornputcd. 
\g hcrc the right-hand side is obviously recursivef! enumerable in i becaurse of (CS)(ii). 
(I‘W’)* WI’): If (if _r E_ Cl,} is recursively enumerable, then b> (CX TX = 
r/ ((t,: .r t I ‘,} kvhich i\ a rtxursivelv enumerable filtered intersection of cy,‘s. Cl . 
The use of 01 r topological methods in computing seems to have some limitations. 
C’onsidcr Kletx’s (level 2) countable functionah C2 [3], or the set of all continuous 
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functionals from w” to w. F E C2 is called a countable functional because for every 
0~ Eow, F(a) depends on only a finite amount of information on LY. Because of the 
, finite behavior of F on function arguments, F can be coded by some total function 
/3: o + o, called an associate of F, as follows: for every Q! E oW, there exists some 
n E o such that 
1 +F(Q)) =PMn)), 
V finite sequences S, s’, /3(S) > 0 and s c s%+(T) = p(S), 
where a(n) is the sequence number of the finite sequence (a(O), . . . , a(n)). The 
functional F is computable if it has a recursive associate. An interesting topology 
on the countable functionals was given by Kreisel in [4] as follows: given tt E w and 
some basic open set 
the sub-basic open set 0 is defined by 
Now consider the following functional F: For cx E o”, 
i 
1 if a(O) and a(l) arc codes for some context- 
free sets L and 5’ and a( 2) is the code of some 
F(a) = word w such that either w E L n L’ or w E (L u L’)‘, 
0 otherwise. 
Since membership question on context-free sets is decidable, the above functional 
F obviously has a computable associate, hence F is computable. Now if we can 
effectively list all the sub-basic open sets containing F, then the predicate 
would be recursively enumerable in m and n, meaning that we can enumerate all 
pairs of equivalent context-free sets, contradiction. This example shows that Kreisel’s 
sub-basic open sets cannot correctly describe Kleene’s computable functionals. It 
is not clear that Kleene’s computable functionals can be correctly described by some 
other sub-base of Kreisel’s topology or even of any other topology on C,‘?. A different 
approach to study Cz using filter spaces is suggested bj, Hyland in [ 11. 
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